
CHAFTEi:{ 5 

Ka.J.J.Jc • s A..ll.tinomy with regard to ·.rime 

'l'he Parrnenidean cc;nce9ti:-:>n of reality as time:l:~ss 

reappears in Katit '·3 'Phil6:S bphy'. 

timeless 'thinns-in-ihemselves' 
-·-:;i..·~--'-·-··-·-·-·-·---~ 

and time as the subjective 

In Xant 1 s philosophy
1 

\ve 

reccgnise a revival of Pannenides 1 conception of time as an 

illusion, though Kant characterises time as 1 subject.ive 1 

Kant says, result partly ov;j_ng to the operation of the human· 

mind. 'I'he human m.ind superimposes certain f~~ on the 

mar1ifold of sensation~ These forms are space and time. 

Space and time de·termine the way we see things. But' they 

have no significance for things apart from their relation to 

a human observer. Space and t irne are mere subjective 

conditions o£ all GJUr experience:;;. Thus only empirical 

reality has been granted to them, but their absolute reality 

has been denied. 
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· d B · · s tl· mele"'.a and immutable, while :b,or Parmenl es, elng l ~·~ 

for Kant time is merely the subjective form in which we 

experience Being. The word • for!!!.' may. suggest the idea of 

certain sorts of relations. But it should be remembered that 

Kant is not a rel iitiDrlist like .L,eibniz,. for he believes that 

·the £o.r:-rns could exist vvithout any obJects or events to fill 

·them. Nor does Kant accept the Newtonian conception of 

absolute space and time. F'or they have no independent real 

existence outside the context of perception. Kant does not, 

of course, accept the Lockea.T'l view that we obtain the concepts 

of space and time by abstraction from our perception of things 

and events standing in spatial and temporal relations respec-

·tively. For he maintains that perception presupposes space · 

and time. Kant says that \ve can never represent to ourselves 

the absence of space and time, but we can think of space as 

devoid of objects and time as empty of events. Space and 

time, according to Kant, are ~£~_-:!:_t:l_~'l:h.!.-i.C2£~· This "~.-Jay of 

thinking signifies ·the rejection of a purely relational vie-v.,r 

of space and time. 

In the .~alytic section of his ££i~~e Kant finds a 

very close relationship between time a.!ld causality. In his 

opinion, the mere sequence of perceptions does not establish 

a time order of physical events. We discover temporal order 

by examining causal order. But, for -Kant, causal order is 

as subjective as time is. Causality is one of the catr3gori es 
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of the understanding by. which we· orde~ our e~pe.rience. 
,,' ' '.:' I j I 

In 

the section on §.Sh~f!J.at.~ of _c~"t~9£ri~ in the Analytic, Kant 
i . . • ' 

shuws that causalit,y is not a prop~rty of thing:_~-in-tl}_~sel~~~ 

Summarily, in Kant's.p,hilosophy, time and causality: do no~ 

};:>~long t;o ;c:eaJ.ity. 

In the four antincmies of the Dialectic section of his 

Cri~:h_~,Kant seeks to shO\v that the co;;;molo;Jical problems 

1:1ith regard to space~ time and matter1 ar~ inherently: 

antinanous. The first antinomy is about time. It should, 

hor,vever, be noted that Kant is , primarily concerned with the , 

question of the finitude· of the universe in ti.me, not of pure 

time. He feels that there are equally cQnpelling reasons for 

believing the thesis that the universe has had a .begi'nning, 

and the anti-thesis that it is existing forever. His argument 

for the thesis is that, if the uhivers~. did not have a 

beginning, there w'ould, be an infit:Iite period of time before 

any event, which is absurd. 'I'he argument for the al1ti-thesis 

is that, if the universe had· a beginn.ing, there would be an 

infinite period of time before it, so why should the universe 

begin at any one specific time ? 

It is to be pointed out that both. the thesis and· the 

antithesis are based on the ,underl,ying. assumptiOB that time 
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· 't d that t·l'me continues for.e.ver, whethecr or not the is unllml e , 

universe existed forever, that differen~ t im~s' are parts or 

delimitations of a single un~imited- time. ,' Kant seeks to 

establish that this conception of t·ime f·s inapplicable to the 

universe itself r for' it is is a part of 'c)ur' cognitive 
! I ' ' 

apparatus for perceiving the world. ·Time, Kant sa:ys,.· is 

essential for our experien<;:e of things in the vJ,orl d, but we 

get into trouble if we ·apply it to an;rthing v-1hich transcends 

experience. 

Pata?lj ali 1 s view appears to be very clt;)se to Kant 1 s idea 

of time_ as an arriori _fom of, ,apperception. Infinite time, 

Vyasa comments, is' a nonentity, becaU:se it ·i~ only a construe-. . ' 

tion of the understanqing (h~ddhlninn'arja) 2 • Th~ ,phenanenal 

changes are intuited by our empiri'cal consciousness as 

constituting a series of antecedent and·consequent ev~nts. 

This is conceived by the understanding. as order in ·time. The 

time-series, then, is a scb_~I!2.Sl.._:2.U~.-ld:E.9.~~~nd~ for 

representing the course of evolution. ·Hence, to ou~ empirical 
' . 

consciousness the time-series appears·. to hav~ ·an abj ective 

reali·ty and to form a· continuum3 .· 

It may, however, be observed in this connection that 

Patanj ali • s view seems to be clo~er to duddhist Ksanikavada 
• ' , " • I 

accordin,g .. to whic[l, .. ' k~i3Aa~,. tl;1~,' ~horter~"most i.ndivisible time 

-particle, is the on.:j.y entity in the universe· which.is a 

non-construction. 'I'hus for the Buddhist an.d for Pat anj ali 
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- - h may also be called· th,e rn __ athem_ atical poi!lt-inst ant,, ksana, whlc ~ . . 
is a reality and substan.tial tirr\e a fiqt!ion. For -the realist, 

on the other hand, the. mathematical £Oint-instapt is a fiction 
. 4 

and substantial time a reality. 

The problem of the relat;:ioil of. time. and the universe has 

had a 1 ong hist ory
5 

. It can be traced as far bac~ .as to· 

Philoponus of Alexandria in the sixth century A.D. Kant's 

version of the first antinomy may therefore, be said t 6 be an 
I · ~o , , 

echo of the ancient arguments for .. a beginning ~f the universe 

and the arguments of the opponent.s .favouring the other side 

of the debate. 

Philoponus accepted Aristot~·e'•s views on' the ·concept of 

infinity to turn them against their author. As aristotle 
' . ' ' 

says, ". . • infinity · E;:Xist s through one thing always being 

taken after another, what is taken being always fiq.ite, but 

ever other and otlber'16 • .Infinity, iq his opinion, is connected . . . . I 
with a process; its bei~g is. al~Ja_¥s ·in a proce~!3 of coming: to 

be or passing away. Aristotle defines infinity in ~~terms qf 

finitude; it j,.s , an_-. ~x:t'.endible .finitude. It does ·not mean 

all-embracing. It is, on the contra.ry,· what has always 

something outside it. 

Aristotle's finit,ist account of inf~nity: has'two 

implications 7 - (a) that in£in~ty· 4 s _,_ _,_ potential and never 

actual; (b) that it can never be traversed.· But these two 
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restrictions on infinity spells.a .trouqle for Aristotle • In 
. . ',,. 

Aristotle • s opinion th~re .is rio beginn~n<g for time,' r:notion 
I 

and the universe. Bu:t then there has already be~n ,an· infinity 

of by- gone days. 'I'his wou,l d be an 
'' 

there would have been the infinite 
'1 I ol 'I 

actual infinity. ' Moreovrr I 

set of past ·days thp.t have 
' c, '• 

been traversed. Hence. it is .to be admi~ted that in.: a 
' ' 

beginning"'7l.ess. up,ivef"e\?._. tD.~ .. i.qfini:..ty ·ot, past days. wouL9- be' 

both actual and traversed .. · With this .. arg~ent Philoponus 

defended the Christian belief for a begin0ing Of· the world. 

But the question might arise : what exactly is the 

difficulty with regard to an. actual , and. traversed infinity ? 

The supposed difficulty ,is that if. an. infi,nity o( days 

had to pass before the· arriya~ of today,·, then· tqdqy vloUld 

never arrive. 

' I 

The object ion against an, actual and traversed infinity 
' ' 

of past days seems to be connect.ed witl) the notion'. of counting. 

If the universe had no beginning·~. then· the count of days 

before today should have been infinite. But. to count an 

infinity seems to be an impossible task~ 
' ' 

It might be contended that the objection overlooks the 

difference between counting and traversing. Count,ing ·requires 

·' 

a starting number, viz';, 1. But an. i~flni te n~mber of past days 

' '' 
in a beginningless universe involves no. st:,arting qa.Y•·! : In 

'' 

other words, those who postu+ate a beg~nni:ngless j.lniverse do 

'• I o, 
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not envisage a first day. so a beginn.ingless' universe need 

not be subjected to. counting for the l.~pse.· of an infiz:ity of 

past days. 

st Thcmas Aquinas8 ~ influenced by .Aristotle as well as 
• I • 

by Christian t·heol~y,. maintained.that it w·a~ not possible to 

prove demonstratively .that the: worid was not ex,ts.tent for 

ever; the theory of ~reation,' h~ said, cculd be held b,Y faith 

alone. He also argued that it was log·ic.ally po~sible. for the 

universe to have been created by .God out of nothing and to 
" 

have existed from all eternity. In this way· ~'t Thcmas Aquinas 

sought to ccmpromise between his Christ·ian belief ~n a 

God-created world and .Aristotle Is vi.ew' of a. beginningless 

world. 

9 st. Bonaventure , a contemporary of Aquinas, was among 

those medieval philosor:>hers who .tej ected the view above. 

Against :the i.dea. of.' a b.eginr:tingl.ess universe,. he maintained 

that the infinite c~ld not be traversed. In an eternal 

universe an infinite number of celestial revolutions must 

I have taken place; hence· the present day could not have been 
i 

reached. 

Kant 1 s the~~s: ~99:.~n~t ... the po?sibility of q.n infiq,ity of 

past events seems to be based on a similar sort of reasonina 
I I , =-'. 

This conception o£ infinity, Russe1110 pointed 0ut.,is objec

tionably psychologistic; for ·:,infinity. has .beer:i taken for 
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endlessness. In the mo'ciern mathematical theory of infinit~, 
'I 

classes or s'ets,' which are' infinit'e in J~~mber, are given all 

at once by the defining property of their members, so that· 
' ' . . " . . \~.... . . ' ' . ' 

there is no question of completion,by successive'synthesis. 

But Kant • s argument ·cannot· be so easily disposed of. For it 

does not conflict with the ma"}:hematical COD;-Cepts of infinite 

sets a..r:1d sequences; ·i~ -rejects the possi~.ility of an infinite 

sequence of actual events. 

It might be urged that· Kant 1 s argument would apply 

equally to the infinit'e sequence of futu.te events. 'Ihe 
situation between past and future events se'ems to be 

synm1etrical, the present being an event sanewhere in,. a 

sequence of events that has neither a beginning nor an end. 

An infinite sec:ru.ence of past events is· an open set with no 

first member, and an infinite sequenc~ of future events is 
: 

an open set with no last me~ber. 

But it might be pointed out that there are significant 

ontological differences between the pa~t·and future infinite 

sequences of events. An infinite sequence of past' events 

seems to have left, in principle,. an ·J.nfinit~. number of traces, 

r.vhereas no such possibility can be attached with the concept 

of an infinite sequence of future events. The events in a 
'' . 

' ' 

past sequ.ence have actually occu:rred. · .Hence an infinite 
' ' ' 

sequence of past events ·must' be ·actually infinit;:_. ' An infinite 

sequence of future events, on the. 0ther hand, 'has not yet 
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occurred. Hence it 'pan only be potentially infinite. 

It seems possible to associate an infinite seef<lence o
1
f 

, . . I 
past events with the sequence of ne9ati;ve integers ending 

'"'i·th _ 1, just as a potentially infinite sequence of future 

events can be enum'erated as 1., 2, 3 ..• and so on 
" ' ' ' • • " •• 1 •• ~' 

indefinitely. This seems to repudiate Kant 1 S objection to 

the possibility of an inf.inite sequence past events. 

But this is the reverse of the way in which actual 

events occurred. For we can enurt:~~rate the events in such a 

sequence by counting them backwards i.e .. , by beginning with 

- 1 instead of ending with it. If it 'yield=i a potent'ially 

infinite sequence, that does not repres~nt the' way if1 .. which 

actual events occurred~ Moreover, if .the number of future 

events, that occur in sequence fall O\.,ing the present, can 

never become actually infinite, 'because at each stage the 

number will remain finite, then how· is i.t possible that the 

corresponding sequ.ence of past events that have reached the 

present be actually infinite:? It is to be admitted then, 

that Kant 1 s thesis with rega.l;'d to the beginning of the world 

is not refutable so easily .. 

I 

Kant Is antithesis argument seems to be a causal one. 

It is argued that time or the series of events cannot ha·ve 
'' 

' 
a beginning. All the events that we perc.eive or remember are 

or have been preceded by other events. So it is difficult 
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· · t t A f.l. rst eve' nt be.ing the for us to conceive a f1rs even • 
•' 

an. ··-d hence could not first, could not have a prior cause, 

occur. Kant says that this applies q.l,so to a thing which is 

supposed to be self.:_caused. • ;;;)elf-caused' means •un'caused'; 
I 

so a self-caused thing also cannot oc'cur. Kant seems to 

suggest that it is non-sense :·to say thp.t once prefllundane time 

ceased to be and the'world began. . . ··As regardS this question, 

Kant is nearer the LeibniziaB point of view. In Leibni z 1 s 

relational theory, time is a construct out of temporal rel a-

tions among events. He denies the exis.tence.· of. absolute space 

and absolute time. So it makes no sense to .say that there Has 
I 

a premundane empty time before the' creation · qf· the world. 

It is equally nonsense, Kant sayS', to suppose ·that the >vorld .. 
might have begun or created' earlier.· Following Leibniz} Kant 

says that a beginning of the worl,d· involves the prior existence 

of a~ empty time. But ·we do not have any experience of a time 

as entireTy einpt~/ ·O'r cqnt.ent ,· 'just as ;,e do nOt ·have any 

experience of the ccn1pletely void or empty space. As there 

is no empirical evidence for its existence,· Kant argues, 

premundane time could. not exist. 

SQneone might argue that it· is possible to shov; the 

evidence of the ·e~.iste:ace· of ·empty space. One c,an put' an 

. object in a given .place, :thus establishing the exi_stence ·of 

the occupied space and then remove the object to show the 

empty space. But a period of ·time cannot in this way be 
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for Per; o~~· of time do not 1 ast filled in and then empt:ied;. _._ u.v 

through time as regions of space do. 

Shoemak~£11 has argued to ~·how that we could have 

evidence 'for' the. 'exist,enC'e ~.f 'empty time. But it should be 

pointed out that th~se are evidences only for the· exi·stence 

discussed in Chapter 8). 

(i3hoemaker 1 s argument ·will be 
. I of intramundane space and time. 

But that does not· put us to the side of the anthesis of 

Kants' argument· •.. ·Fran· the impossibility of pre(liundan'e time 

the impossibility of a fi_;cs~ moment and a first event does not 

f oll aw. '.rhere does not seem to be any conceptual clifficul ty 

in allOHing that there· was a' first time or moment. It could 

then be said that· ·the first event occurred at the first moment. 

Time, according to Ka8t, does ~ot,undergo .any change12 For 
,. 

it is that in which succession or coexistenc;:e can be 

represented. '.rhat is why Kant rejects the poss'ibility of a 

first time. 3ut from the assertion that. time· should not be 

regarded as a8 occurrence or happening, it does not'.' n.ecessarily 

follow that there cou.ld not be a first t'ime. 

Kant denies the possibil:L ty of a first event in the 

foll ovling manner. From. the Eelational theory of space and 

and time he derives the premise: •Empty time is. a non-entity. 

From this he draws the conclusion 1 .There cannot be a first 

event or a beginning o£ the \vorld 1 • T'he conclu~ion · doe.s not. 

follow from the premise without the underlying as~umption 

. '•, 
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that •the beginning of anything whatsoever must be preceded 

The by an empty time in vihich the tping i's · _qq~ ~x.tstent • ~ 

beginning o£ the world must therefore be preceded by 9!1 empty· 

premundane time. But· premu.ndane time is a non-en_tity ~. 3o 

the beginning o£ the world is impossible~· . But: Kant does not 

justify his assumption. .:;o it can be said. tha·t his,. anti·thesis 
' .. 

argument rests on the illegitir.1ate conclusion that tbere cannot 

be a first event or a beginning Qf the Y./O.Cld. 

But frcm .his premis,e, • 'I'here cannot be a premundane time• 

Ka..11t could have infer.(ed that • The fir.st event ~x;curred at 

the first time •. It. should be ·added ·that according to the 

General .theory of Relativity of .Eiristeiri just as one ~annot 

talk about events in the universe with9ut the notions of space 

and time, so it is equally meaningless.to talk abo~t space 

aDd time outside the limit of the universe. This new under-

star1ding of space and time has' revolutionize¢i our view of the 

universe. This univers~ is novi' conceiv~d 'as dynamic and 

expanding, that seems t'o have begun ·at a f.init e time \vi th 

the Big-ba.._~g_-~:!:.12..'2.~l~Sl. and might end at a f·ini te time with 

the ~~-~~~1!.~0. sil2.9:,~l~~i·tv13 •· 

..... 1 ...... 
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11 Time present and time· past 

Are both perhaps present in time future, 

And time future contained in time past.· 

If all time is ete.rnally present 

All time is unredeemable. 

What might have been is an abstraction 

Remaining a perpetual possibii~ty 

Only in a world of speculation 11 • 

- T.S.Eliot 
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